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CHAPTER 16:  NO WARNINGS 

 Having the skeleton calendar of early 1977 is a mixed blessing. I might have been better 

off not being forced to recognize things as they were then and being able to remember more 

amorphously and positively than in forgotten, nitty gritty detail. Taking it a month at a time, I’ve 

sorted through the mundane comings and goings of my ( much) younger self and looked for 

significant themes, like my two simultaneous liaisons, other affairs, and the soap opera bubbling 

amongst the Four Bells cohort. On the personal front, I’ll start by noting my financial devastation 

at getting a hefty bill for annual registration of dear Lavenia Van Dodge. In combination with the 

monthly child support checks to Barbara, my bank account went kaput for the rest of the month, 

and I ate on the generous tab of the Supper Club the whole busy month.  

 The worst of it was that I couldn’t afford to go to Mardi Gras, and the early weeks of 

February passed in a regretful funk, which I didn’t let get too much in the way of affairs, be they 

current or transitory—or of construction needing done on my third-floor suite. Those early weeks 

working with Charles were therapeutic, urged on by his chipper conversations. I didn’t dig into 

the New Mexico thing, and he said nothing about it, though he offered hearty sympathy for my 

miserable finances and missing Mardi Gras in New Orleans. Charles consoled me with several 

local parties planned for the occasion, like at Rob’s new (store)house on 12th Street. 

 Apropos my continuing liaisons. In February, the one with Chi got pretty extenuated with 

only rare nights together, or even evenings. We didn’t talk much on the phone because he was 

always so busy with something. We didn’t speak even on Valentine’s Day (a holiday I was sure 

meant nothing to Chi). Right after that he called late one evening shyly hoping I’d bring Lavenia 

to give his old car a jump. I jumped right on it and raced to Georgetown. 

 On that tree-shadowed dark street, we connected the cables between our batteries and 

fired up our engines, mine of course first. He gratefully kissed me, another priceless moment 

with my soldier boy in those shadows. I invited him to the upcoming quasi-Mardi Gras parties, 

and he promised to try to make one of them. Our love, though still quite vibrant and flammable, 

was on a new footing. He knew that I knew that he knew, etc. We’d love each other whenever 

possible, and when not, we’d still love in spirit. I could live with that. In his absence I lived most 

of my evenings in the kimono my love made for me, feeling very much the patient geisha. 

 The new footing for our love was found on an early evening in the month when Chi and I 

went with other housemates to see my favorite old movie, “Something For Everyone,” the black 

comedy with Michael York in killer leather shorts.* Chi was shocked by the murders but was 

thrilled at how craftily the homely princess nabbed the handsome prince for herself. He couldn’t 

come home with me, and so we sat over a drink at Mr. P’s talking. Again, I spoke out of turn for 

a humble geisha and bemoaned not seeing him as often as I wished. Chi took my hands, kissed 

them, and said I was unforgettable. He’d never before loved anyone the way he loved me. I was 

certainly willing to wait till he could visit me again and show how much. 

 On the other hand, my Panamaniac Giovanni called me almost every day for a moment of 

sympathy. His time was being devoured by wife and uncle in house-hunting and then yesterday 

moving into the new place. He complained that greedy Ricardo (el avaro) was a becoming a sex 

fiend, jumping him at every opportunity, and so was greedy Cassandra (la avara), making him 

try at least twice a day to impregnate her. Poor guy had no time or energy left for his mariposita. 

I told him when he did find time or energy, I’d be waiting with open arms. In his absence, I 

framed in the arch for the bed alcove in my suite and installed two salvaged ornate brackets. 

# 

* For how I lusted after Michael York, see LORD WIND, Chapter 5.3, MAROONED. 
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 Neglected by my two paramours, I also found time to socialize with others, like a new 

neighbor on P Street named Jimmy, a nice thirty-something accountant with thinning hair who 

joined the Supper Club and cooked great barbecued ribs. He didn’t evince any romantic interest 

in me, but sometimes took me to the Exile to dance. One Friday night there, I met his friend Joe, 

a forward fellow with carnal intentions, who came home with me for my carnal attentions. 

 Joe and I were awakened too early by Little Lou all excited to go marauding for salvage 

with me. Fascinated by my plants and construction plans, after our long phone conversation, the 

cute Italianate kid started hanging around and listening to me chatter about whatever, apparently 

preferring my platonic company to his cousin’s. As a mature geisha, I was well beyond ulterior 

thoughts of attractive youngsters like Little Lou, and it was flattering to be a mentor or role 

model for a kid just coming out.  

 We took Lavenia to a row of collapsing houses on 8th, admiring some great stonework 

and a roof peak (perfect for the Four Bells!), and salvaged two sets of lovely Victorian glazed 

tiles for fireplace surrounds, one for me and the other for Big Lou. In the afternoon we took 

Charles and Tom along to Alexandria for my Ken’s birthday party in his elegant new home. He 

gave Little Lou that look I knew so well, and I was glad when his Richard effortlessly headed 

him off at the pass. Little Lou didn’t need to cope with such high-pressure affection quite yet. 

 Absent my two lovers, for the Supper Club on Valentine’s Day I made a simple lamb 

stew with braised celery root and parsnips and a heart-shaped red velvet cake. The usual huge 

crowd was graced by my friend and colleague, President John down on a business visit from 

New York, and he seemed duly impressed by our sumptuous Four Bells dining experience. 

 With post-prandial brandies, we sat in the parlor (entertained by chuckling Lorro the 

parrot) and chatted about opera and my salvage exploits. Though we’d had that intimate evening 

at John’s house, I politely made no offer of jungle hospitality, leaving such initiative to him, and 

he took none, perhaps from shyness. In the vestibule about to leave for his hotel, John generously 

asked me to come to New York and be his assistant with the opera company, but I graciously 

declined, explaining that I was happy with my great job there in DC and my incomparable geisha 

life in the Four Bells. He accepted my decision without argument, hugged me, and left. 

 Two days later, Ann had me and Chi to dinner at their house on O Street, which they 

were whipping into great shape with a studio for Robert on the third floor. Thrilled to get to 

know my soldier hero, they drove us after dinner to Baltimore to see “Flying Dutchman.” Of 

course, we schmoozed at length with director Bob before and after the show, which was nicely 

done, if minimally staged. Chi followed the German performance closely with the program notes 

and remarked to Bob afterwards that it was very beauty. In a private moment, Bob told me my 

taste in men was exquisite. In our jungle privacy, Chi remarked that Bob was certainly fat and 

ugly but seemed a nice man. Without explaining, I assured my love that he was indeed. 

 The first of the ersatz Mardi Gras parties was at the Sanders house on Vermont Avenue, a 

fine mansion in need of little restoration. They served many Chinese courses with plum wine and 

entertained us with belly-dancers and lots of marijuana. I spent a long while on the back porch 

with Lewis and Carolyn as a sympathetic ear. They felt since I’d been married, I’d understand 

their issues of incompatibility, and I tried my best to moderate their battles. 

 I told my friends just do what had to be done with no hard feelings. My amateur advice 

seemed to help them out of the argument/recrimination cycle and into loving acceptance of their 

best path—to look only ahead to new lives apart. Quoting my favorite poet, I said their love 

would just change like the shoreline and the sea. Our counselling session lasted so late that I 

stood Giovanni up for our date to meet at Mr. P’s and discuss his complicated life. 
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 Saturday’s dinner was special having Chi with us again at last, as well as Giovanni with 

Ricardo and Cassandra. Lewis and Carolyn sat at a distance from each other, both ebullient in 

conversation with neighbors. Charles’s new suitor, a natty bureaucrat named Paul, sat quietly at 

his side, perhaps overwhelmed by the cultural diversity at the table. As it was (clean) joke night, 

there were many hilarious stories and much guffawing around the festive table. 

 When Cassandra’s turn came, with a frown she said she had no joke for us. Instead, with 

a fist in the air, she announced that she was finally pregnant! Giovanni sat there thunderstruck, 

and Ricardo beamed with satisfaction. Chi made a grand toast to the expectant parents, heartily 

drunk to by all. I selfishly figured that now I’d get to see my Panamaniac much more often. 

 When the dinner mess was cleared and cleaned up, most of us trooped over to 12th for 

Rob’s fancy party, his big storefront room festooned with purple, gold, and green ribbons, and 

we were prematurely draped in Mardi Gras beads. His store-counter bar served mint juleps, and 

on another were colorful King-cakes. Appropriately, Cassandra found the baby-doll in her slice 

and quickly put it in her purse for a perfect souvenir. Between our dinner wine and a few more 

juleps, dear Giovanni got soused, and his pregnant wife and beaming uncle soon took him home. 

 Not yet soused, Charles, Paul, Chi, and I went to a new bar called Mr. Henry’s for drinks. 

Chi and I left Charles and Paul to converse and frolicked on the dance floor, kissing shamelessly 

in the slow dances. Back at the table, Paul was getting up to leave, and with a hug and kiss, Chi 

sprung it on me that he had to go home too. I’d dared not ask before—just hoped… 

 I plopped down at the table with Charles, heaving a sigh, and he asked if I was depressed 

by my lovers leaving me alone so often. I claimed not as much as by missing this Mardi Gras. 

Besides, lovers leaving was the name of the geisha game, coming and going. Then Charles told 

me he was feeling depressed by this transience of all things (the emotional bugbear I’d defeated 

some years before), and I wittily noted that the present moment was the only cards we got to play 

with. He explained that he was depressed by more than that, by everything—cosmically. 

 Not one to indulge in things cosmic, I figured he was just burned out with all the work 

and suggested a break to do something different, something creative, artistic—like restoring that 

ceiling medallion I’d salvaged at risk of life and limb. His dismissive shrug indicated a crisis in 

confidence, which he said was how he felt in his job, unqualified, incapable. The Department 

Director wanted him to be more “managerial,” sitting at his desk with paperwork. His workaday 

woe was startling news to me, and even more amazing was that he’d be seeing a psychiatrist. 

 I hoped that would do the trick but still believed the answer was to keep busy. Personally, 

I absolutely ached to create something wonderful—to compose a symphony like Mahler’s First, 

paint a Sistine ceiling, carve an Adonis, write a masterpiece novel, play Beethoven’s “Emperor 

Concerto”… Charles was sure I could do any of those if I wanted, and I assured him he could 

too. Forget being depressed—be inspired. All I achieved was another despondent shrug. 

         Giovanni went to Shippensburg to check out that school, and then, 

Cassandra now duly impregnated, he spent two enthusiastic nights with me. 

Meanwhile, inspired to create, I started playing the game of collapsing 

numbers to single digits and generating graphs of that closed mathematical 

system which I slyly called “graf(yx).” For several days I charted various 

functions, and in the meantime fell sick with some crud. The excuse from 

work gave me time to graph myself silly, and I found that assigning colors 

of the rainbow to the digits produced striking pseudo- abstractions. When I  

            y = ax             got better, I realized that I’d flogged that inspiration for all it was worth. 

# 
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 After getting well, in busy March I occasionally worked on my suite but in odd free 

moments started writing. With a blue-ink fountain pen like I’d used in my adolescent diary, I 

scribbled in a ruled notebook on an amorphous inspiration about a huge family in the backwoods 

early in the century. (Now using a word-processor, I know what an awful handicap that primitive 

technology was!) With no real story in mind, it was mostly atmospheric with much sweet nature 

description and naïve events like a spelling bee and a pie-walk. Having now read it again, I see 

many reflections of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings’ novel “The Yearling.” It went nowhere but was 

a good occasional distraction for most of the month, as mentioned before, a rather busy one. 

 My liaisons continued apace. When I finally got better, Chi and I went dancing at the 

Chesapeake, and he at last stayed over. Otherwise, we had only rare occasions together, outings 

to a flower show and to a Petite Chambre chez Chas (Celtic harp). One evening we went to 

Giovanni’s for dinner with his unusual family, and on another Chi made us Vietnamese again at 

the Four Bells. Afterwards, we went to see “Coppelia,” which Chi appreciated, knowing Kenny’s 

and my romantic history in that ballet. He stayed over again for my embrace—at last. 

 With fewer conjugal demands, Giovanni had considerably more time for his mariposita. 

We often went to lunch together, and after joining us at some Four Bells dinners, he spent nights 

in my jungle. Giovanni also came along with Ann and Robert up to Baltimore, this time to see 

“Falstaff,” another minimal but well-done production. I saw why director Bob liked that opera so 

much and heard again in private that he also considered my Panamaniac to be in exquisite taste. 

Giovanni was grossed out by Bob’s obesity and amazed to hear about my earlier act of charity. 

 His first sessions with a psychiatrist didn’t seem to do much for Charles’s depression. He 

still moped around, uninterested in construction, and let the heating system slide till I made him 

order the unit we’d picked out. Meanwhile, he somehow met a cute young soft-core leather 

queen named Harley (which I assumed was merely an appropriate pseudonym), who often spent 

nights in the seraglio and entertained us over breakfasts. Charles made much effort to engage in 

life by cooking dinners for the Club but usually asking me to preside at table. At a loss for how 

to help his mood, I decided to refrain from giving amateur psychological advice. 

 However, one evening when neighbor Jimmy made another barbecue feast for the Supper 

Club, I found myself doing so again. After dinner he shyly asked to come upstairs, explaining 

that he’d been afraid to approach me. After calming his fears by gently but thoroughly fucking 

him, I told him his friend ‘Joe had dropped in again a few nights ago and remarked that the nice 

fellow had self-esteem problems—he was afraid to approach Jimmy. So, I suggested Jimmy take 

the initiative, and a few days later they came to dinner as a couple. I was a very proud Cupid. 

 My geisha wisdom wasn’t of much use on March 9 when the next trouble arose—the 

siege of B’nai B’rith down at Scott Circle by the Hanafi terrorists. The whole area was cordoned 

off with police all over the place. No one wanting my advice, I went that evening to a community 

meeting on the Iowa Apartments about its redevelopment as condos. From the building’s savior, 

my comments were appreciated but of no help in the complicated financial and official matters. 

Still, it felt great to be part of the important process, a responsible hippie-ish citizen. 

 To clean up my act for special visitors, I had my mop sheared into a reasonable coif and 

trimmed my beard down to a goatee. Rene stayed with me, spending every spare moment in my 

bed, and my old lover Robert stayed with Chas, perhaps doing the same. Prescribed an anti-

depressant by his psychiatrist, Charles felt tremendously better and cooked us up a buffet dinner 

with the biggest supper crowd ever at the Four Bells. Everybody came: Tom with new boyfriend 

Jerry, Charles and Harley, Rob, Chi, Giovanni and his clan, Chas, Ken and his Richard, the Lous, 

Lewis and Carolyn, Ann and her Robert, and a horde of assorted neighbors, including Jimmy and 
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Joe, the house-obsessed Earl, Connie and Doug, Hugo and Heide (who diplomatically avoided 

their neighbors from across the Avenue), and many other assorted friends and folks from around 

the Circle. As guests of honor, Rene and my Robert were astounded. 

 I entertained us with an insane record loaned me by coworker Bobbe of the horrendous 

opera singer Florence Foster Jenkins. Her vocal travesties, hilarious, unforgettable, inspired 

Lorro to her own siren arias. After the bash, I happily led Chi upstairs into my jungle. Giovanni 

sent Ricardo and Cassandra home and retired with Rene, who was horribly jealous of my soldier, 

to the book-box bed to deepen their family relationship. In the morning Rene had apparently 

forgotten his jealousy, remarking that Giovanni was a sweet wild man. I knew that. 

 My Robert and I lunched together and caught up on the four years since our lovely affair 

on Independence Avenue. I summarized those years as a spy, my two spent slinging pizzas, the 

gigs with the Paul Hill Chorale, “War and Peace” and the Bolshoi, and the bolt from the blue 

when Ann snatched me out of the garden for the OPERA America job. He said he’d been living 

in San Francisco off Castro Street, coincidentally making great money as a fancy waiter, and 

enjoying the rampant sex everywhere and all the time. We’d both made out rather well. 

 Robert seconded that and recalled the long-ago Tarot reading he’d done for me, noting 

that I certainly had achieved what I wanted—the house and home of my own. He also said that 

Ann was obviously the dark-haired woman he’d predicted would solve my life. Then he asked if 

I wanted him to do another reading, but I declined, not wanting to know the future. I’d just take 

life’s blessings as they came—with no warnings. (I didn’t see or hear from Robert ever again.) 

# 

 And life kept coming on fast and furious. The next day was another office trip to New 

York for a meeting and social events. I shaved off my goatee, rented a tux, took the afternoon 

train and a cab to President John’s, dressed up, and went to Alban Berg’s “Lulu” at the Met, 

which John decided to skip. A supposedly important personage, I was seated in an elite box up 

just off stage left, and the discordant “modern” music soon made me wish I’d also skipped it. 

 Fortunately, some minutes late, a handsome young man in a tuxedo and cowboy boots 

came in and sat next to me in the box. We exchanged eloquent and bored glances and at blessed 

intermission stepped out for a smoke. When he introduced himself as Randy, I said flirtatiously 

that I was too—then admitted the joke—I was Rich. Randy laughed and remarked that he was 

too—no joke. Then he asked if I wanted to see the rest of this dog. Since I didn’t either, we 

ambled over to his nearby ritzy apartment and slept little before I left at 7:30 for work. (Randy, 

an actor of repute, kept affectionately in touch for over a year after our operatic encounter.) 

 This meeting was a Planning Committee scheduled for all day, which made for immense 

amounts of vague and irrelevant verbiage. Again, John presided with Ann and me at either 

elbow, often signaling subtly not to bother annotating some dreck, like the managerial wisdom of 

the director of the Seattle Opera. At our catered lunch, I sat by the director of the Canadian 

Opera, an atypically civilized and gregarious gentleman of Persian descent named Lotfi, who’d 

been informed by Ann of my Slavic bent, Bolshoi Opera and so on. Getting right down to 

business, Lotfi offered me $4,000 to translate Tchaikovsky’s “Maid of Orleans” to be sung in 

English as “Joan of Arc.” He’d scheduled the production for September of next year, 1978, 

which would give me plenty of time. I accepted the commission without hesitation. 

 Once again Robert’s dark-haired woman had solved my life—at least my ailing finances. 

Moving on through afternoon meeting, drinks at John’s with the directors, and getting back into 

tuxes, there was a chic dinner sitting by huge Bob and entourage. Sitting at my other side, raven-

haired, tall David greeted me like an old friend. Bob drank to my new commission being the talk 
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of the town and then to my superb taste in men. For his three young followers, he glowingly 

described Chi and Giovanni, embarrassing me for being a geisha blest with such spectacular 

lovers. After dinner we all cabbed it to the Metropolitan Opera Club Ball. 

 The tremendously formal fête was in the magnificent Opera House, which I knew so well 

backstage from my Bolshoi weeks. Feeling tremendously, prominently beautiful, I posed here 

and there on stairs and at railings, wishing I’d worn a peony kimono. La mariposita at the Met! 

I’d never experienced such high society before, even at the Soviet Embassy party. Folks of all 

shapes, sizes, and faces dressed in formal duds were transformed into beautiful creatures like me. 

John found me and got us a cab across the Park to his house, that us including a muscular chap 

called Larry. I noted on the calendar that we had “a bizarre, uninspired three-way.” It’s tempting 

to imagine what might’ve been “bizarre” about it, but “uninspired” is a good reason not to. 

# 

 Home again Sunday, the pace of events didn’t lag. I found dear Rene awaiting my early 

afternoon return and planning a delightful celebration in my jungle. Between rituals, he confided 

that in my absence he’d bedded Little Lou—right here in my bed! Last night! I congratulated 

Rene on his prowess and rewarded him appropriately, meanwhile wondering what my acolyte 

thought of the no-doubt innocent, romantic experience—the very night before Rene was leaving 

town. For his 4 pm cab to the airport, we kissed goodbye with me promising to come by and visit 

when I’d drive good old Lavenia to Florida next month. 

 Of course, Little Lou showed up for dinner in a new persona, confident and proud of his 

Mediterranean beauty. It seemed Rene did a bang-up job on him, and I was pleased that my 

talented acolyte didn’t mind his despoiler’s early departure. He was a quick learner. I used the 

occasion to announce my commission to translate the Tchaikovsky opera and greatly enjoyed the 

hearty congratulations. Charles raised a glass to my opportunity to create a masterpiece, and I 

was happy to see him back in high spirits. His medication was working nicely.  

 Little Lou and I did dish duty together afterwards with ample time for mentoring. He 

commented on never before truly imagining such marvels as he’d found last night with Rene and 

now feeling like he was in love. I assured Lou that he probably was and explained how this wise 

geisha saw things. Falling in love most often happened before having sex, an instantaneous 

affliction like a stroke, causing an overwhelming desire to have sex. Being in love, on the other 

hand, was a common insanity after having sex, usually temporary. It might or might not lead to 

the more or less permanent condition of indiscriminate love. Lou went go out to the Exile hoping 

to fall in love. I noted that wasn’t a prerequisite for having sex. Simple lust was enough. 

 Monday at work was the peaceful process of writing the Planning Committee minutes, 

and afterwards Lavenia and I drove out to Martha and Gene’s place. Barbara, Jack, and the girls 

had arrived that afternoon and were thrilled by the news of my Canadian Opera commission. I of 

course apologized to Jake for not visiting for her birthday, but she loved the blouse I’d sent her. 

She was cute in her new glasses. Barbara was expecting a baby in August, and Martha said she 

and Gene were buying a house over on Oregon Avenue near the park. They sympathized with 

my financial woes, which I figured the translation commission, when finished, would cure. 

 On the way home, Lavenia started coughing and sputtering miserably but made it to her 

berth in the back yard for a restorative rest. I took Tuesday afternoon off and went with the 

family to see the new Air and Space Museum and go ga-ga over the space capsule and the moon 

rocks. At the National Gallery, I waited for them in front of my favorite Monet of his garden and 

prayed for Lavenia. That evening when I started her up, she sounded worse, and Wednesday 

morning early we limped into a garage for repairs—with much monetary trepidation. 
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 They called me at work in the afternoon to advise that my van’s problem would have to 

be dealt with at the Senate Dodge place. My trepidation rose accordingly. The family came to an 

early dinner at the Four Bells, another philosophy Symposium courtesy of chef Charles. We 

discussed how money was simply an abominable and artificial concept for bookkeeping—and an 

insidious mechanism for people to dominate each other. After dinner we left the kids to play with 

Charles, Tom, and Carolyn and went to see “All Night Strut,” a frivolous musical confection that 

at least momentarily distracted me from my worries. I certainly felt dominated the next day when 

Senate Dodge gave me a staggering quote for Lavenia’s treatment. 

 Considering that quote and the bill for the heating and air-conditioning unit now coming 

due, I called Mother in New Orleans, first announcing my commission. Explaining my financial 

train wreck, for the first time in my life I accepted her offer of a loan, an advance on the $4,000 

commission. The next day Charles and I went to Senate Dodge and traded Lavenia in on a 1976 

Dodge van that, being brown, I immediately christened Buster von Braun in honor of that old 

Buster Brown TV show. Charles consoled me that they’d probably fix Lavenia up and ship her 

off to Venezuela for another long life in the tropical jungle. 

 When the family left, in my free time I indulged in my plotless writing, painting scenes 

from my Arkansas age of innocence, and to relax I started again doing yoga. The end-of-March 

high point for me was that splendid dinner and evening with Chi at “Coppelia.” At another 

dinner, a suave new neighbor named Bill with cute curly hair paid me court. At the head of the 

stairs by my boudoir, Bill rudely asked how much this was going to cost him. Getting my back 

up, I said coolly that if he had to ask, I cost a lot more than he could afford and sent the boor 

packing. I wasn’t about to stand for such a scurrilous slur on my reputation. 

# 

 The next early-April Saturday was the height of cherry blossom season, and a bunch of us 

from the Four Bells went down to the tidal basin for a ceremonial viewing. Charles brought his 

Harley, Tom his new young flame Jerry, and I both Chi and Giovanni. The latter brought his 

blissfully pregnant wife Cassandra as well, making over her affectionately, which I found both 

unusual and charming. We strolled the fairyland paths, extolling the classic clouds of pink 

blossoms around the Jefferson Memorial and rested on its grand marble steps.  

 In the crowds passing by I noticed neighbors Jimmy and Joe and waved to them. When 

they waved back and turned toward us, there behind them was boorish Bill. After our general 

greetings, I had no choice but to give Bill a cool hello, and with a muttered hi, he looked down 

sheepishly at his feet. Jimmy took me momentarily aside to explain that Bill felt truly terrible 

about the other night and wanted to apologize to me. 

 The culprit and I stepped off away under the blossoms to confer privately, and I was 

confounded when right there in front of the whole world, Bill seized my hand, fell to his knees 

kissing it, and begged me for another chance. I graciously asked him to dinner that evening but 

advised that it was to be Chi’s night with me. Our friends applauded the reconciliation, and Chi 

kissed me right there in front of the whole world. Cassandra wept at the romantic scene.  

 On general principles I made Bill court me for two days before satisfying his repentant 

passion, and then I let him stew in it by taking off for Florida in Buster. Before leaving though, I 

arranged with my favorite plant store by Dupont Circle, The Third Day, to sell them the load of 

palms and ornamental tropical plants I’d bring back. I hoped the importation scheme might net 

me three or four hundred dollars and be the debut of an enterprise close to my horticultural heart. 

In ambitious moments I imagined even starting my own plant store and was already propagating 

many easy pots of Cyperus and begonias, which crowded up my second- and third-floor jungles. 
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 Lewis kindly installed a radio in Buster for me to have music of some sort on my long 

drive, arriving in Gainesville on Friday for the long Easter weekend. It was a parental idyll going 

to the swimming pool with the kids, ice cream at Basking Robins, dying Easter eggs, and 

coloring in coloring books, and I shopped for plants to park in Barbara’s back yard. On Easter 

Sunday, after the egg-hunt they had a cookout with delicious sea trout Jack had caught the day 

before, and I broke out in hideous hives. The shot at the hospital made my heart race but quickly 

cured the itchy bumps. That was my third allergic reaction to fish, the first being in 1969 in 

Milwaukee to plain old white fish, and the second in 1975 to sardines in my salad at Gusti’s. 

This time the doctor told me I should never touch finny fish again, and I never have since. 

 On Tuesday I took off to shop nurseries in the surrounding area, visiting Sarasota and 

spending the night in a Ft. Myers KOA. On Wednesday I shopped the Orlando area and spent the 

night with an old Tulane friend named Ralph, now a teacher living under the radar with a lover, 

and thrilled them with news of Charles’ and my geisha household. Then it was back to good old 

Gainesville to gather my haul, bid loving farewells to the family, and set off for Alabama. 

 Rene was very happy to see me and apologized that we couldn’t jump right into bed. He 

now had a boyfriend coincidentally named Bill, a very white, round-faced, hunky Jacksonville 

student he’d met in the dorm showers. Rene proudly told me he’d followed my advice and got 

Bill to initiate the first kiss, taught him seductive foreplay, and then convinced the virgin to 

screw him first. Rene said his turn was almost as great as fucking me, which I found hard to 

believe, but when I met Bill, I couldn’t help imagining… 

      On my arrival Rene took a great snapshot of me 

sitting in Buster’s side door with my load of plants. I 

gave him a little fish-tail palm for his dorm room. In 

their cafeteria, we had dinner with Bill, shy with the 

older man who knew about his affair with Rene, and 

their housemother let the traveler sleep on a sofa in the 

lobby. I had a hard time dropping off for imagining the 

intimacies occurring in Rene’s room and feeling the 

maelstrom of young male energies in the dormitory. 

The three of us breakfasted before their classes, and I  

 The Plant Guy, April 1977         headed off for home with my horticultural hoard. 

# 

 After my ten days away, I parked Buster in the backyard that evening, marched into the 

vestibule of the Four Bells, and found surprises in the parlor. Charles’s parents Bob and Julie, 

whom I’d met on an earlier visit, solemnly told me their son was in the hospital. Just before I’d 

left, his doctor took him off the medication, sending him into a profound depression, and he was 

now being “observed” and having tests run. I went with them the next morning to visit him and 

was appalled by his unresponsive lethargy. The doctor said they’d soon start with slow, careful 

dosages of anti-depressants, and he could probably come home in a few days.  

 From there I headed over to The Third Day and sold them most of my plants, pawning off 

the rest to other stores, and making just enough for April’s child support. Clearly, being a plant 

importer or a plant store, wasn’t in the cards. The Supper Club rolled on with Julie heroically 

pitching in, and Giovanni and Cassandra threw a nice dinner for me and Chi. When Charles got 

home, his tone still subdued, he relied heavily on the comfort of his parents. Friday night Lou 

and I took him out to the Lost & Found, but he wasn’t tempted by any of the pulchritude on 

display. Nor was I, to tell the truth, being scheduled to take repentant Bill again into my bed. 
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 Charles was in better spirits on Saturday when we were invited to a cookout in Virginia. 

Through his work, Charles had met Ruben who was from a wealthy family with a historic 

hacienda along the Rio Grande, and I recognized his lilting New Mexican accent. He and his 

older lover had a sprawling estate along a forested river, a wonderful getaway from the city, 

where hordes of cute young things lay about in bathing suits and swam in the stream. One of 

them, a visitor from New Mexico named Esteban lured me to his room for an afternoon delight. 

Charles may also have indulged because he sounded almost like his old self on the way home. 

 The following week was packed with birthdays. Monday was that of Charles’s mother 

Julie, her 60th, and she beamed with happiness both at the occasion and for Charles’s recovery. 

As she was a serious California health enthusiast, Charles made her a splendid almost entirely 

vegetarian spread which most of the Supper Club members appreciated for its variety. For me, 

the event was marked by a private exchange with Carolyn, who wept telling me that she’d come 

to the end of her rope with Lewis. Hugging her, I told her to just let go… 

 Tuesday was my own birthday, my 35th, and in the mail like a present I finally got the 

opera vocal scores ordered from Belwin-Mills. Jimmy and Lou cooked my feast, and my Chi 

contributed a cake as beautiful as his had been, only with red roses, a work of art I made him cut 

for us. He gave me an exquisite set of gold cufflinks, but I didn’t have the heart to tell him I had 

no shirt for them. However, his best present was staying the night with me. 

 The next day, before and after my work, I started on the translation—the first lines of the 

chorus of village girls about singing and dancing in the golden hues of evening. In our evening 

we celebrated Tom’s birthday, his 29th with the help of little Jerry. We also had the new gay 

couple Ed and Mike who were buying the derelict house next door, 1318, and Lewis and Carolyn 

announced their separation. She’d leave him tomorrow to rattle around in old One-and-Two by 

himself. Julie urged them to reconsider, but they were well beyond second or third thoughts. In 

my Leonard-Cohen poetical way, I wished that their steps would always rhyme. 

 Leaving for work the next morning, I found a crew tearing the concrete out of the front 

yard next door for Ed and Mike’s new sewer line. Inspired, I offered them $20 to tear out ours as 

well, and I came home after an afternoon’s rain to find a field of fresh mud from the imaginary 

sidewalk up to the bay of the Four Bells. The muddy walk and yard had dried by Saturday when 

the Supper Club hosted Ruben and his wealthy parents. Charles outdid himself (with me and 

Julie as sous chefs) on a haute-cuisine Parisian feast for them. Bob and Julie made for good 

company with the older New Mexican visitors. Lewis came, alone of course but in forced good 

spirits, and half-jokingly offered to sell them One-and-Two. They may have been tempted. 

 My Chi was at dinner but couldn’t stay over, and so I slept the sleep of the simply well-

sated, splendidly stuffed to the gills. In the night I gradually became aware of being violently 

shaken—Bob trying to rouse me to my jungle full of smoke! Coughing, I struggled into my 

kimono and while Bob raced upstairs to help Julie rouse Charles, staggered stupidly down the 

smoky staircase. They were close behind when I stumbled coughing into the vestibule and 

opened the foyer door—just as someone crashed through the glass of the front door with an axe. 

 I shrieked, instantly fully awake, and stood back for the firemen to run past with a huge 

hose. Others helped us down the steps, across the immanent sidewalk to the street, where Tom 

and his cutey Jerry were just back from the Lost & Found, to an emergency vehicle. I huddled in 

my kimono up to Bob watching water spray on flames through the missing windows of 1322, 

lamenting poor Lorro on her cage in the parlor, the vocal scores on my desk, and my plants—my 

whole life burning up like Joan of Arc—and me in just my kimono, a pitiful refugee geisha. 

### 


